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CHAPTER I
IHTRODUCTIOH
3^dia Is a \inique country with many varieties of
people, languages, customs and religions. Many people have
a very vague piotiu?e of India in their minds. To some it
is a land of ^stery and romantic charm. To ottiers it is
a land of Yogies and Maharajas, Rosinger says:
India to many Americans is simply the land Coltasbus
was looking for when he discovered the western world�
a land of spices and princes of limitless wealth, of
strange religions and strange magic, or perhaps it
stands out because of its huge population and poverty,
^at is India? Answering this question, Rosinger says
that almost anything about India is true of some part of it,
for in a country of 400,000,000 people with a vast territory,
diverse conditions exist. People's clothes, their food, and
climate, and the physical characteristics of the population
very in terms of locality.
The most interesting thing about India is that it is
a land of great contrasts. Miile the Himalayas, the highest
mountains of the world give glory to India as they stand
clothed in the ever-lasting snows, there are low, marshy
plains with the ever hot climate in South India,
toile India can boast of beautiful palaces and forts.
X Lawrence K. Rosinger, Restless India, (Hew Tork,
Henry Holt and Company, 1946), p. 2.
2she can also be ashamed of hovels where many of her poor
people are foimd, The richest man in the world is in India,
but at the same time the jKJorest people of the world are to
be found there. Some great philosophers are found in India,
as are at the same time ignorant and illiterate people. There
are millions of people there who have never heard the name of
Christ, who live and die in their sins. Yet tradition tells
us that one of the churches of the first century was founded
in South India.
Hetram says in his book thatt
In these two states is found the oldest indigenous
church, now called the Syrian Gburch. The claim that
St. Thomas, one of the twelve disciples, came to the
Kalabar coast in 52 A.D., founded the church, and was
killed by opjponents of Christianity at Mydnapur,
near Madras.*
!Siou^ India is called a seat of Hinduism, yet one of
the greatest Qiristiaas of the world, Sadhu Sundar Singh,
came from India, He made a world-wide evangelistic tour in
1920 and 1922. ISiomands of people in Europe, ijaerica,
Sagland, Australia and Asia found Christ through his preaching.
Me became a great blessing to the whole world, Mrs. Arthur
Parker says: "Christianity is imperishable, says another
writer, and out of the east it will come again. The Si^dhu is
perhaps the first of the new apostles to rekindle the fire
-TT, W, R. Hetram, Will India Become Christian?
(Richard R. Smith, Inc., SiwTork, 1930), p.'^IST
3on dying altars
Discussing his life, Mrs. Parker says: "\^at is re
markable about him is not the fusion of Oiristianity and
Hinduism, but a fresh presentation of genuine Biblical
Christianity.*^
13ae statement of the problem. It was the pu]^ose of
this study CD to discover the problems of India; (2) to make
a critical evaluation of th� present missionary education in
India? and (3) to make suggestions for the improvement and
amendment of the present program.
Independent India. Today India is a politically inde
pendent nation. After a hard struggle India was able to gain
its independence from the British nation on August IS, 1947.
The father of Indian independence was Mahatma Gandhi, on� of
the noblest sons of India, whose name will always shine throu^
the pages of history. Dr. E, Stanley Jones says,
Wtien Lincoln was shot for the same reason tliat Gandhi
was shot, namely, for the crime of wanting to heal the
wounds of a divided nation. Secretary Stanton said as
he stood beside the dead leader, "How he belongs to the
ages*** Of Mahatma Gandhi it can also be said, and said
with deeper meaning, ^ow he belongs to the ages."^
SPlrs. Arthur Parker, Sadhu Sundar Singh (Flming H.
Revell Company, 1920), p. 170.
^ Ibid., p. 17.
5 1. Stanley Jones, Mahatma Gandhi�An Interpretat ion ,
(Abingdon-Gokesbury Press, Kew York-KashvilTe), p. 154.
4Gandhi did not fight for the independence of his nation
with &rma, but he was able to achieve it through moral pressure
and non-violence. Hehru says that, "There is some lesson in
Indians peaceful revolution which might foe applied to the
larger problems before the world today. ^� The British govern
ment with all its military force could do nothing to stop
Gandhi. Dr. E. Stanley Jones says: "Gandhi was getting behind
the military armor and striking at the heart and conscience,
and a great natlm was striking back but wincing under the blows
falling upon its inner spirit.
In spite of the ^peaceful revolution** India became a
battlefield between the Hindus and Muslims over the issue of
Fakistan. Great was the tragedy and still greater its conse
quences, for iJtdia lost its great leader Mahatma Gandhi,
Gandhi was shot by one of his own people. In spite of this
great loss, India was not left; without a leader. Another worthy
son of Ijndia, Pandit Jawahar t&l Hehru took th� reins of inde
pendent India in his own hands. Under his leadership and the
leadership of several others, India is marching on. Today
there exists a friendly relationship between India and England.
There is no longer enemity between the Indians and the English.
Hehru said that: "It is astonishing how rapidly bitterness
5~;iawahar Sal Hehru, Government of India Ihfomation
Services, (Washington, D. G. Oct. 17, 1949), p. 1.
5and ill-will between the two nations have faded away giving
place to cooperation, and w� in India have decided of our
own free will to continue this cooperation as an independent
nation.*�
Historical India. The Indians are very proud of feeir
history and heritage . Mosher says that t
then the man from the west says proudly "my family
goes back to William the conqueror,** the Hindu smiles.
He can trace his ancestry for two thousand years or
more. Ruins at MohenJo-Daro go back farther than any
western civilization."
^en some one from India comes to America, he is very
often puzzled and even at times amazed by an ever ready ques
tion from a race conscious American, *lhat race do you belong
to?** An Indian has never learned to label himself as th� member
of any particular race, namely, white, black, brown or yellow.
H� is perfectly satisfied and proud to call himself an East
Indian. Kate Mitchell says, "If India Is a patchwork as
regards her politics! divisions, her population might best be
described as a mosaic representing the fusion of many racial,
religious, and linguistic segments . ''^^
^ile thinking about th� history of India Rosinger
observes that th� people of India have a tradition second to
y Nehru, 0�. cit p. 2.
� Arthur T. Mosher, ^is Is India. (lew York: ^�
Friendship Press, 1946), p. 18.
^0 Kate L. Mitchell, India Without Fable (Alfred A.
Khope, Hew York, 1943), p. iW,
6none in the history of mankind. In spite of India's variety
and immensity, there has been an important degree of oiiltijral
unity. Her greatest rulers Asoka and Akbar, placed the
major part of the country under one political authority .-^-^
The Indian people are of all klnda. lasani describes
them?
^e Indian can be as fair as the blondest of Hitler's
Kordics. He can be as dark as the African negro. He
can be the tallest of men, he can be as short and
squat as an Australian bushman. He can be stalwart
and strong, he can be frail and rickety."^*
The ancient history of India tells that the primitive
settlers in India were those now called the Dravidians and th�
Turanians, for the most part the Dravidian stock is found in
South India. The religion of the Dravidians was originally
Animism, but later they also adopted the worship of the Aryan
gods and goddesses. The Aryans entered India throu^ the
passes of the Himalayas and settled down in the north. The
authorities differ as to their date of entering India, lost
probably it was before 2,000 B.C. Ihelr sacred books, vedas,
wer*^ written between 2,000 B.C. and 700 B.C. Sanskrit was
their language. It is said of th�a that?
*lhey were a highly intellectual people, subtle
and profomd, poetic and religious in their instincts,
skilled in logic and, even in those shadowy ages,
already achieving some skill in astronomieal and
ix Rosinger, op. cit., p. 28.
^2 Minoo Masani, Our India, (Himphrey Milford;
Oxford tJniversity Press ,"T;�40 j , p. 10.
7other science. In person they were handsome, tall,
fair, fine featured, ftai-bearded.^^
Ihen Aryans entered India they foimd the darker skinned
Dravidians. They fougjit with them and conquered them, fhey
drove many of them southward while they made others their
slaves and servants.
India has been si&>Ject to foreign invasions froan time
iBfflaemorial � After the Aryan invasion mai^r other people osme .
In 508 B. C. the Persian invasion took place imder Darius
Hystaspes. The 0reek invasion occurred in 327 B. C. Mason
says that:
Hear the close of the fourth century B. G. ^e
native Indian Prince caiandra Gig)ta, known to ^e Greeks
as ^dra Oaltres, began to build up a rival principality
at Behar, in the valley of the Ganes, while the Greek
supremacy still existed in the Punjab, and diffused
Greek influences which proved to be of a lasting
character .14
Besides the Greeks aM Persians , the Turks, the Scy
thians, the Huns and the Mohammedans entered India. Within
500 years Mohammedans became the masters of much of the
eotmtry. Later on the Mu^al Bgsplr� was set vp* During the
Mughal Bap ire, the Portugese, the French, the Dutch, and
the English entered India. Therefore India has been a melt
ing pot of r&c&a and cultures,
�o Caroline Atwater Mason, Ltat Christie (London:
MacMillan &; Co., Ltd., 1903), p. S,
14 Ibid., p. 40.
8Wamn Queen ?lctoria of J&jgland ascended the throne, ske
became the first �apress of India. Thus t^e British :fepire
was officially established in India. Then there was a great
awakening among the Indians which resulted in their achievement
of independence from the British on Augiast 15, 1947. January
26, 1950,was a red letter day for iriaen the nation of
India became a republic, "^ere is nothing revolutionary aboi^
Indians new constitution. It is, on the contrary, evolutionary
in character and is based on the pattern of the Saglish
spceOfiag democracies."-^^
Glorious India. There have been several high lights
in the histox^- of ancient India. An Indian always looks back
with pride and hope when h� reads the history of his nation,
as Rosinger puts its
Something 3e ss than five thousand years ago at
Mohenjo-Daro in the Indus river valley an advanced
civilization already existed, with an irrigated
agriculture, hi^ly developed trade, and impressive
culture. The *Gity of the Dead" (this is what
Mohenjo-Daro means ) had brick houses two or three
stories hi^, a drainage system better than any known
in Europe before the nlneteentSi century, and a written
language. 1�
In 326 B. 0. Alexander the Great invaded India, but
after his death Chandragupta Ma\apya, a great general, won
control of the entire nor'ttiem part of its vast domain.
lb She Times of India Republic Day Supplement,
Janxiary 26, 1950, p. 13.
IS Rosinger, op. cit.> p. 24,
9Ghandj^agupta � s grandson, Asoka, ruled for more than forty
years. His reign has always been referred to as th� "Golden
Age" of India. As Rosinger says:
One of tfce greatest men of all times, Asoka revolted
against th� bloodshed of war, became a Buddhist, and
devoted himself to the welfare of his people. Although
encouraging the spread of Buddhism, he promoted
religious tolerance and freedom of speech .^^
After the death of Asoka there was a period of disunity
and then the Gi^ta Es^ire was established. Under the rule of
Gupta es5>erors, India was united for more than two hundred
years, This was th� period of great art and literature. The
poet Kalidasa, also known as "the Indian Shakespeare" lived
in this period. It is stated authoritat iT�ly :
Ii^ia also has been known for its scientific know
ledge and is credited with developing the zero and
the decimal system, fhese were passed on to th� Arabs,
who in turn gave them to medieval Europe, C2iess, too,
is regarded as an Indian invention; and on a different
level, it is worth noting that many of our western
fables and fairy tales have old Indian analogues. ^8
The name of Akhar the Great will always shine through
the pages of Indian history. He was a Mogul emperor tmder
whose rule India was once more united in the 16th Century,
A. D. He was very tolerant toward all religions. He improved
th� land revenue system. He encouraged Persian Influence in
Indian art and architectizre. Beautiful palaces, tombs
�^^Ibid,, p. 26
1^ Rosinger, loc. cit,, p, 26,
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and mosques were constructed with marble and garnishments of
precious stones* His grandson, Siah Jehan produced one of
the seven wonders of the world, the most magniflcmt Taj Mahal,
in memory of his wife. It is said that 22,000 workers worked
for twenty-two years to build it.
The Hindus made a great contribution in the science of
astronomy. I,. W. ^:�yce says thats
Their astronomers discovered that the heavenly bodies
were spherical and that the moon shone by reflected
light. Brahmagupta (A* D. 628) anticipated lewton by
declaring that "All things fall to the earth by a law of
natm�e, for it is the nature of taie earth to attract and
keep things." An ancient Hindu physicist even pro
pounded the atomic theory .1^
Dr. Edward Hume, an authority on the antiquity of
medical knowledge in India, states:
We have on record sacred books reaching back to 1500
B.C. We know that in the Orient stargery was more highly
developed in India than in any other country. The
period of Brahman control, about 1000 to 800 B.C., was
a period in which great progress was made In th�
methods of the practice of medicine.
In modern as well as in ancient days India has made Im
portant contributions In the realm of science. Bryce says thatt
The late Sir Jagadis Ohandra Bos� of Bengal startled
the world by his revelation of the physiology of plants
and the delicate instruments by which he was able to
record the reactions of their nervous system. Sir C. �?
R^an of Bangalore was the Hobel prize winner for
physics in 1950. In 1941, Franklin Institute, Philadel-
phis, gave its highest award for scientific research.
19 L. W. Bryce, India at the Threshold (Friendship
Press, Hew York, 1946), p. 5.
Ibid . . p. 4,
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In 1944 penicillin was manufaottired in India hf two
yotmg scientists of the Institute, Mr. S. Scrinlvasa
Rao and Mr. S. P. De. They succeeded in growing peni
cillin and evolved a method by which maximami growth
was attained In a quarter of the time taken In
laboratories elsewhere.^-*-
Religious India. Religion plays a very important part
in the lives of Indians. Spiritimlly India is Asia's leader.
It has been the birthplace of at least four great religions
of the world�Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism. As has been said.
Religion in India is not a matter for great occa
sions, or one day In the week, or even for teaiple
services. It is a thread on which a HiMu�s dally life
is strung. His bath, his meals, his relations with
wife and friends and servants, his jotirneys, his busi
ness transactions, are all regulated and sanctified by
religious rule.^^
Bishop ThobuTO was deeply Impressed with the part
which religion plays in the life of a Hindu,
The people of India mi^t justly lay claim to
the compliments paid by the Apostle Paul to the men
of Athens In his first address in that city. They
are ceirtainly very religious and have been so from
time iimem^rlal .^^
At present there are about seven main religions in
India, namely, Hinduism, Islam, Zoroastrianism, Jainism,
Sikhism, Buddhism, and Christianity,
Hinduism has been sovereign over the hearts of the
gr"ibld . , p. 4.
22 Net ram, 0�. cit., p. 6.
23 James M. Thobum, The CSarlstlan Conquest of India.
(ToTing Peoples* Missionary Movement, 1906), p. 91
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majority of the Indians. Bishop Pickett says thatt
The heart of India is held by Hinduism. For more
than two thousand years it has known no other rules,
creeds, customs. Ideals and objects of allegiance
have changed, but only within the broad limits
allowed by th� natter� of Hinduism.^*
The holy books of the Hindus are l^edas, Brahmanas and
%anishad�. 'Bie ?edas properly so called are the Rig-veda,
Yajur-veda, Sama-veda, and Atharva-ceda . The word "veda"
means ^knowledge." The oldest of these is th� Rig^veda. Some
of the Vedic gods are Aruna, Vishnu, Indra and Agnl. Menzies
says that:
In the philosophy of the Brahman ic period, th�
transition Is aiade from the service of gods external
to man, by ti^ mechanism of rites, to the acknowledg
ment of a divine being with whcsn man feels himself to
be Inwardly akin and tp whas he draws near by his
own spiritual effort .^^
The doctrine of "Karma" and belief in th� transmigra
tion of souls is the heart of the Hindu religion. A Hindu
believes that a man dies and then takes on another form of
life. His next birth is deteraiiaed by his "Karma" or deeds
in his previous life. If he has failed to do his duty, he
will be punished in his next incarnation. He may even, as a
punishment, take the form of an animal in his next birth. This
'^^ J. ^skcaa Pickett, Christ^s ^y to Indians Heart.
(Friendship Press, Hew York, 1938), p,"Ta.
�S Allan Menzles, B. D., History of aeligion (Hew York,
Charles Soribner � s Sons, 155-157 Fifth Avenue, 1909 ), p. 546.
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is on� reason why all life is sacred to a Hindu. They do not
believe in eating meat. Stois process of dying and being bom
again is supposed to go on for eighty-four million times.
Bryce says that;
Soul-force is related to the Hindu concept of suffer
ing. The Hindu believes that involuntary suffering is
the Just reward of one's deeds, a concept that made
progress in social welfare and relief extremely slow
imtil the Hindu heart over ruled it and acted in com
passion* But soul-force is based on a strong belief
in discipline (voga) as a means of salvation.26
The Hindu mind is trying to escape from the confusion
of many gods. This is shown in their belief in "|b*ahma" who
is an intellectual deity. Brahma is th� "Mahan Atmia" or the
great spirit who sits with perfect calm above the change and
distraction of the world. Menzies says that:
How Brahoia is the great self, the innermost essence
of all things. But man also has an Atma, a self j it
may be very small and lodge in a part of the body where
it cannot be detected, but it is there and the small
atma is the same as the great one. 27
The Hindu tiaou^t is that the world is "Maya" or illu
sion. That is, in reality the world is nothing but an apparent
world. Menzies* explanation of this is that:
If a man could free himself from the meshes of Maya
by recognizing that the world is an illusion, then he
would have done something for his own emancipation.
The Irahma in him would be free from illusion, and he
would also have done scmthing, though little, for the
salvation of the world from its great error. *S
26 Bryce, 0�* cit�> p. 10.
27 Senzies, o�. cit., p. 347
28 Ibid., p. 348.
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ABiong the lower caste of Hindus and illiterate Hindus
there is much superstition. Hatural objects are worshipped.
For instance, there is worship of a kind of tree on which a
god is aixpposed to live. All Hindus throw money and flowers
in the sacred rivers Jiaana and Gangs. All Hindus believe in
bathing in the sacnid rivers in order to wash their sins away.
Another concept never lost throu^ the periods of
Hindu life is the idea of caste. CSaampion says that?
"The doctrine of caste puts forward the biological law of
division of labor and also belief in the idea of development;
inherited capacity and strict specialization increase the value
of labor produced." 29
In the beginning there were four main castes� the
BralmSLns, which is the priestly caste and the learaed group
who
Kshatriyas/belong to the warrior class. The third group of
people are the Vaisyas or the business men, artisans and agri
culturists . The fowth group are Sudras or menials. These
four castes have been subdivided into himdreds of castes so
that almost every profession has beco^ a caste. There are
today over two thousand castes in India. The untouchables
were the outcastes. Hetram says that:
India has degraded 50 millions of the bone of her
own bone, blood of her own blood, and flesh of her
own flesh, and in doing so she has degraded herself.
Selwsm Gurney Ghampion, The Eleven Bellglon� and
l^eir Proverbial Lore, (E. P. Button & Go,, Inc., Hew Yor^,
1945), p. 40,
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Ho one can degrade another without degrading
one�s self,
The hi^ caste people cannot inter-marry in the low
caste, ^�y cannot even dine together, Mahatma Gandhi de
voted laany years of his life to lifting the low caste Hindus.
He opened schools and temples for th^, and even changed their
name. They were no longer called untouchables, but "Hari jans, "
which means "children of God." After the death of Gandhi,
untouchability was abolished. Today i^ese low caste people
have equal privileges,
Islam is another religion which has been very active in
India, �i� words of Kate Mitchell concerning it are apt:
"lislam. is a fighting, proselytizing creed. Hinduism stresses
passive submission. "^-^ The Moslems believe in one God,
Allah, and Mohammed his prophet. Ihis religion rose six cen
turies after CSxristianity in Arabia. According to Moslems, God
made His final revelation through Mohammed who was the last
prophet. Ho prophet was to com� after him. Islam means "to
submit," Mohaamied preached the doctrine of submission to God
and therefore he called his religion Islam. Barton says that*
To these doctrines Mohammed added, from th� time of
his earliest ministry, a doctrin� of material rewards
and punishments. Believers were to be rewarded with a
material paradise, and unbelievers were to be tortured
in a very material way."^^
~~~
SO Hetram, o�. cit., p. 35
SI Mitchell, op. cit,, p. 25.
32 George A. Barton, The Hellglons of the lorld, (The
University of Chicago Press, Ghicago7 IlL'T^^W), p. 100.
1&
Every Mofeammedan who faithfully repeats his prayer
five times a day hopes to live on milk and honey and marry
beautiful women in paradise, fhe Mohammedan religion allows
polygamy. It is legal for a Moslem to ^rry four women at
one time. The Moslem women are stqpposed to observe "purdah,"
that is, to cover themselves with veils. Moslms are very
emotional about their religion. Buring the Indian independ
ence there was a fight between the Hindus and Moslems over
the issue of Pakistan. The Province of Pimjab became a
battlefield and thousands of people lost their lives.
13a� Mc^ammedans are idol haters and beef eaters, while
the Hindus are idol worshippers. The cow is saered to a
Hindu. Most of the Moslems have shifted to the dominion of
Pakistan from India, still there are al�>st forty million
Moslems in 3iidia, who are ejqjected to be loyal to India.
Zoroastrianism arose in Iran. Zoroaster, the foimder
of this i^llgion was bo3m in the seventh century, B.C. His
name means "golden splendor." He was a priest in th� tieaple
of Bacteria. He had a vision to call people to the worship
of Ahura Mazda (true God), The holy book of Eoroastrists is
called "Avesta." It is made up of prayers and hymns.
2k>roaster was a monotheist. To him Ahwa MaMah was the
one supreme Deity. Barton says that;
To him Ahura Mazdah was the all wis� creator, who
knows all inexplicable things. He knows men's
secret sins, he is absolute Lord, �ie absolute sover
eignty of Ahura Mazda was in the present state
17
of the world potential only ,33
Man was thou^t to be born possessing two elements,
good and evil, and he had to overcome evil. Over against
Ahtira laada is the god of evil called "ihrlman Deva." Pire
worship also had a place in western Iran. EVen today follow
ers of this religion who are called "Farsees" are fire wor
shippers. During the eighth century A.D. when the Moslems
conquered Iran, the followers of Zoroastrianism ran to India
where they are found to this very day. Parsees are a minority
group in India, fhey are very prosperous business people.
!Ehe only strange thing about the Parsees Is that they neither
bury their dead nor bum them, but expose the bodies to the
vultures of the air inside their "tower of silence." This
tower has very high walls and nobody is allowed to go inside
it. There is a platform Ins ide this tower where the body
is placed by th� priest. Essentially this is a religion of
good works. In this rellglesi the women are respected and
are Just as progressive as men.
The Zoroastrians believe that Ahura lazda created the
world. He first made th� sky then water, thm the earth,
plants, animals and mankind. Barton quotes from the sacred
books of Zoroastrians i
The creation occupied a year of 365 days, and was
divided into six periods of two months each, then
Ahriman rose from the abyss and beheld the work of
""33~"ibld., p. 126.
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Aniira Mazdah, he desired to destroy it, Ahiara MasKlah
met him and offered him an opportunity to cooperate
with the good, but Ahriman refused. Ahriman was then
granted by Ahura Mazdah a period of nine thousand ^
years in which to contest th� mastery of the world.
fhe Zoroastrians believe in a resurreetlon of all men,
The righteous will go to heaven and the wicked will go to
hell. They also believe in the ultimate triumph of iUiura
�Sazda. "Into th� H�11 all the demons will be cast at the ej^
of the period of 12,000 years. Then &ura Mazdah, the great
creator will be completely triumphant and a new and perfect
world established for all times. "^5 fhis religion seems to
come nearer to CSiristianity than any other heathen religion.
Jainiaa is another religion of India. The nuaber of
Jains in India is small and they are scattered all over th�
country. The present day Jains are a wealthy and influential
people. The founder of Jainism was Mahavira. Jainism re
sembles Buddhlsaa in several respects, and yet is different
from It in many ways. Mahavira foimded the Jainlst order of
monks. Be was very skeptical about the gods. He retained
the doctrine of transmigration ar^ of Karma. H� believed in
the vsG-ue of Ascetism. The Jains do not believe in killing
anything. They are vegetarlgpas and they never eat any kind
of meat or eggs. Many of them even put a cloth on their
mouths and noses so that they may not inhale any insects,
3�~lbid., p, 1S4.
35 Ibid., p. 136.
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Many times they ean be cruel to human beings but kind to
animals. Mahavira is accorded divine honors by his followers.
Sikhism has made quite an impression though it is a
minority religion, Sikhism was founded by Guru Manak in 1469.
It was the idea of Guru Hanak to bring unity between Hindus
and Moslems. He took the good points of both these religions
and tried to make a third religion. In spite of all his
efforts Sikhism has failed to solve the problem of Hindu-
Moslem ccmfliot. Today the greatest enemity exists between
th� Sikhs and the Moslems. Th� home of the Sikhs, "'Punjab,**
has been divided between Pakistan and India. Thousands of
SlMis were killed by the Mohammedans in Pakistan. The Sikhs
in India tried to take revenge upon Moslems in India during
the later upset of 1947.
The holy book of the Sikhs is "Granth Sahib.** The
Si^s do not observe a caste system. Theirs is an evangelistic
religion, fhey are very strong physically and are good war
riors, fh&f were the best soldiers in the whole British
Bigjire, The SiMas never cut their hair, and always wear long
beards. Every soldier is si^jposed to be an army in himself.
They carry a comb made of pig bone. They wear special under
wear and a special iron bracelet whls:^ is the sign of an **iron
will.** Ivery Sikh keeps a sword with him all the time.
Buddhism arose as a sect within Hinduism as a protest
against some of the causes of Hinduism. Sedarath Gautama was
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the founder of Buddhism in the sixth oenttary, B. C. He was
the son of a raja (ruler) of Kapalvasta near Benares. He
became a seeker after truth. One day at Bodh-Gaya he saw the
truth under a Bo-tree. He was tempted to keep it to himself,
but later he decided to preach it. His Benares sermon is
famous. It is called �fhe Middle Path." He expotmded the four
noble truths t
1. All individual existence involves suffering.
2 . All suffering is caused by desire .
3. There is a possibility of release from desire.
4. !I!his release is affected through the noble
eight-fold path.
Menzies says that j
The essential doctrine of the Buddha, however, is
detemined by the belief in transmigration. His cry
of triumph at the time of his enlistment is to
the effect that the long series of suffering exis
tences through which he has passed has now come to
an end, and that he will not be bom again.3B
In Buddhism salvation comes by illmlnation and not by
atonement. The calm of "lirvana^ is not dependent upon deity.
It is essentially an atheistic religion. Buddhism is defi
nitely monastic and pacifistio in its outlook. There are two
main sects of Buddhism, ^Mahayana" or northern Buddhism is
the liberal Buddhism, "Hinahayana** or southern BMdhism is
nearer to the original Buddhism. The noble eight-fold path
teaches these el^t things:
' ""^^Ihld.. p. 370.
2a
!� Right belief, without superstition or delusion.
2. Right aspiration, after such things as th� thought
ful and earnest man sets store by.
S. Right speech, speech that is friendly and sincere.
4. Ri^t conduct, conduct that is peaceable,
honorable, and pure,
5, Right means of livelihood, i.e., a pursuit which
does not involve the taking or injuring of life.
6, Right endeavor, 1, e,, self-restraint and watchfulness.
7. Right memory, i. e,, preserve mind, not forgetting at
any time what <m� ought to rmemberj and
8, Right meditation, i, e., earnest occupation with
the riddles of life,^^
fhoTi^ Buddhism arose in India, It coixld not be sovereign
over th� hearts of the Indians. It has practically diedout
of India. It spread in China, Japan, Tibet and the Islands.
Buddhism had social difficulty in India because of the caste
system, althoia^ it did not try to fight th� system,
Poverty stricken India. One of th� greatest curses of
Inidia is that millions of her people live in utter poverty.
It is very sad and distressing to think that in the land of
plenty there should be such great poverty. There are several
reasons why India is considered a poor country. First of all,
the population in India is becoming quite a baffling problem.
How to feed and clothe such a big population is a big question.
59 Ibid., p. 370.
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Before thm division of India and Pakistan, the poptilation of
India was 400,000,000. Illiteracy is another great problem.
Less than twenty percent of the people of India are educated
and the rest are illiterate. India was under foreign rulers
for a long time, ifeo were seeking to escploit India rather
than to benefit her.
Most people in India have been engaged in failing. About
75 percent or more of th� population are farmers. Their ways
of farming are very primitive , For ages the Vidian farmer has
used a wooden plow and oxen. Rosinger observes:
tfeder strip cultivation th� peasant's farm consists
of a nmber of separate and scattered strips, instead
of being a single plot. It is obvious that this is
an uneconemiical method of farming, but In old India
its effects were far less serious than today beca-ose
there was joint cultivation of the strips held by
members of the same family .^^
Prom an acre of land an Indianfarmer produces t6 lbs. of
cotton, while an American farmer produces 245 lbs. of cotton.
An Indian farmer produces 1155 lbs. of rice, while the American
farmer produced 2295 lbs. of rice, Th� Indian famer produces
641 lbs. of wheat, while the American famer produces 882 lbs.
of wheat �
Another great evil was the "Zamindari** or landlord
system. The tennant could not own the land, and though he
worked day and night upon it, he did not have enough income to
feed his family. The government of Independent -"-ndia oatight
40 Rosinger, o�. cit. , p. 54.
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the vision, The govei^iment has made a very serious effort to
abolish the ^Landlord System.**
The division between India and Fakistan has rendered
many people homeless and helpless. It has produced many
orphans, widows and widowers. This is a vei�y deep wound and
it will take a long time for it to heal.
Hindu religion forbids the taking of life. Because of
this there are many animals in India which do much harm, ^e
monkeys destroy the fields and gardens, while the "sacred cow"
is free to wander. Many Jains even forbid the killing of stray
dogs or any other animals. The striped squirrel destroys the
fruits and vegetables, but one cannot do any harm to it because
it is the tame animal of Sita-Haiaa's wife. The quirrel bears
on its back the marks of her caressing fingers. Parrots cannot
be killed because they are the Brahmans among the birds. Pish
and bears are among the incarnations of Vishnu. It is the
greatest physical tragedy of the Hindu religion that animal
life is not used for the noixrishment and benefit of human life.
The rivers of India are full of turtles and frogs, which are
delicacies in Aserica, but abominable to Hindus. The majority
of the Indians are vegetarians. Since many Moslems have left
for Pakistan the orthodox Hindus have passed laws against the
slaughter of cows in many parts of India. This is another
reason why India Is hungry. Good steaks walk the street,
but nobody can touch them.
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The progress or India had been held back for two other
reasons, tl^ '*Caste System" and inequality between men and
women. There was a time in India when the untouchable could
not go to school. He could not enter any hotel or restaurent.
Both religions, Hindiiism and Islam, do not regard women
as equal to men. !&e Moslem women are supposed to observe
*Purdah," They cover themselves with veils when they go out
of their homes.
The Hindu wcasan must serve her husband faithfully
thro-oghout her life, in order to be able to achieve her salva
tion, ^e was considered extremely unfortunate if she became
a widow, l&idows were not allowed to marry.
Dr. Jones quotes from the laws of Marni:
The wife should ever treat the husband as God, thou^
he be characterless, sensual, and devoid of good quali
ties (Manu 5:154). The woman has no s eparate sacrifice,
ritual, or fasting. She gains a high place in heaven
by serving the husband (TajnamlJ^a lsl8). �lere Is no
higher world for the woman than that of her husband.
3ie who displeases th� husband cannot go to his world
after death. (Vasishtha 21:14)41
Chaiaging India. Lately the eyes of th� world have been
fixed -apon changing India. Some are watching with interest,
some with sympathy, and some even with criticism. India has at
last reached th� goal for #iich she struggled so hard and long.
Margaret Bourke Ihite was impressed as she listened to lehrus'
speech during her stay in Indies
I had no doubt that it was a mistaken notion to think
~
41 Jonas , o�. cit.. p. 140.
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of iadependenc� as a voluntary offering, from the British
Empire to the Indians. Each concession, each gain to
ward self-government, had ccsn� only after struggle and
sacrifice. From the mass movaaents following th� first
world war, through the countless arrests and soul-
wasting years in prison (in which lehru had so fully
shared), each rung in the ladder had been hammered
into place, until th� revolt within the ranks of the
Hoyal Indian Kavy spectacularly heralded the finish
of the fight .42
On� big change that took place in India after the
achievement of Independence was the birth of the "Republic
of India.** The features of the constitution are impressive s
A democratic India with an elected president at the
head of it; a strong centre 5 th� right to vote at 21
for all citizens; equal rights for women; the abolition
of untouchability; and the gradual removal of cominunal
representation, both in the legislatures and in the
services.43
Mien Holdemess wrote his book in 1911, that is, 39
years ago, he said that the social and political movements in
India were confined to the educated classes of the towns. '^^
Vftiat is happening in 1950t
Th� government of India are alive to this most
important and pressing ,need of the country, is evident
from the fact that they have not effected a reduction
of their expenditure on adult education, despite th�
all-rouM economy drive now operating. Grores of
nipees are being spent on subsidising th� provincial
governments, local bodies and social welfare organiza
tions for implementing a scheme envisaging 50 percent
literacy in the next five years. The subsidised bodies
have already started their work energetically. Experi
ments on adult education schemes are now being carried
42 Margaret Bourke White, Halfway to Freedom, (Simon
and Schuster, SFew York, 1940), p. 44,
43 Constitution of Indian Republic from The Tim� of
India Republic Day Supplement� January 26, 1950), p: 13,
44 T. ^. Holdemess, Peoples and Problems of India
(New York, Henry Holt and Company, London, Williams iS5
Horgate), p. 250,
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out in all parts of the country. Most notable among them
are those now being tried in the central provinces,
Bombay, Madras, and Mysore.
India is trying to change her economic condition, and
is eager to accept scientific methods and means of agriculture
and industry. iSh� is sending her students to the United States
of ^erica in thousands. Almost all of the big imiversities
and colleges of ilaaerica have some representation from India.
Today ^erica is considered a fertile oasis in the desert of
this world, the ''promised land** of the twentieth century.
According to authorities: *'India is rich in her natia^al re
sources, ^e has treasures of her own which b ro\ight into use,
developed and increased, will build up pemanently the material
fabric of the nation. '^'^^
Dr. Sodge was a missionai�y in India for thirty years.
He was also secretary of the Bihar and Orissa Cihristian
Council. Be spoke out of a knowledge of the country t
India is definitely heading towards Industrial self-
sufficiency. Already she ranks eighth among the indus
trial countries of the world, and her iron and steel
works at Jamshedpur, in th� Province of Bibar, which
wwe their existence to the vision and initiative of
th� well known Farsee family of Tata, are only excelled
by those of Pittsburgh in the United States .4"
lF~Colathur I. Rama Chandran, Social i^ucatlon Drive in
Bombay, (The Time of India, Republic Day Supplement�January
26, 1950), p. 3.
46 Jaswant H. CEhitambar, Mahtiaa Gandhi . His I*ife, liork
and Influence. (The John G. Winston Co., 1933), p. 21,
'
47 J, 2. Hodge, Salute to India, (Friendship press.
New York, 1944), p. 6.
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The biggest surprise that the world ever received was
when the goverment of mdia announced that untouchability
had been abolished. How coixld it be possible that this lanfor-
tunate mass of untouchables, crushed for centuries, should
wake up one bright morning with a new name and a new hope in
their hearts. Dr. Bhimrao Arabedkar had been the first untouch
able to rise to national proiainence as a political leader.
Legally there is no untouchability in Ii^iia, but how hard it is
for a Brahman to forget the caste distinction in Its entirety.
A Hindu has been brought up in such a way that caste becomes
the very part and parcel of his being.
India has been changing in other ways also, in some
cases slowly, but steadily, �ais kind of change in India can
be best described in the words of B. T. Ssadley who called
himself lover of Hindustan (Indi^):
Hot only do her tovms change | her brooding spirit
within and all her outlook change�and yet her win-
someness remains. It increases. The poison flowers
wither, but the Cfeampadas and the Jasmines blocm.
Languorous odors fill the airj and the bulbul and the
nightingale singj but the hiss of the cobra dies down.^o
India has discovered that unless th� mothers and daui^ters
of the nation are given their rightful place in -fehe affaira of
the nation, the future goal of progress cannot be achieved.
Therefore it becomes exceedingly essential that the womanhood
'
48 B. T. Bradley, India Beloved of Heaven, (Th�
Abingdon Press, Hew York, Clnconnati, l"5T8), p. 9.
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Of India be emancipated. Today the woman of India is looking
forward with wide open eyes to a new hope and freedom.
two things, her patience and her sutaoission to her husband.
Mahatma Gandhi marvelled at her patience j
Only a Hindu wife tolerates these hards^iips, and
that is why I have always regarded woman as an incarna
tion of tolerance. A servant wrongly suspected may
throw up his Job; a son in the same case may leave his
father's roof; a friend may put an end to the friend
ship, A wife, even if she suspects her husband, will
keep quiet. But if the husband suspects her, she is
ruined, Ihere can she go? A Hindu wife may not seek
divorce in a law court. Law has no redress for her .4�
Hindu culture, literature and history takes great
pride in the stories and great epics i^ich describe the devo
tion of Hindu wives. Students of Indian literature are im
pressed with its eiffphasis upon womanly subservience :
Uuoh. mi#it be written on the place of th� Indian
woman in the folk-lore �pic and drama, Helen of Troy
and Dido of Oarthage pale into common adventuresses
when placed beside the quiet courage and utter self-
abnegation of such Indian heroines as Sita and
Dfimayanti.�^
Mow th� scene is changing. The new constitution of
India grants equal rights to women. Indian women can freely
5^0. F, Andrews, Mahatsm Gandhi , Ifts Own Story
(New Tork, The Macmillan C5T", ly^U), -p* 61
A Hindu woman is well known all over tlve world for
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take part In the politics of their nation. Mrs. Pandit, sister of
Pandit Hehrn, is the ambassador to America. Hajkumari Amrlt
Kaiir is the Minister of Health of the whole nation, Mrs.
Sarojini Maidu broke the trail into public life for women.
Sb.0 was the governor of the United Provinces in India. It is
said of India's womanhood, "Indian women are keenly aware of
their responsibilities as well as their rights and have occupied
public offices with a conscientious spirit and with distinction."^^
Thou^ the Indians had failed to grant equal rights to
their women, yet it is strange to find that one of the seven
wonders of the world, the matchless Tajmahal, was built in the
memory of a beloved wife. Plsming said that: "It is possible
to let yourself be either thrilled or puzzled by the fact that
this most beautiful mausoleum ever erected to the memory of
womanhood, is to be found in India."^^
Many times the older women do not appreciate the free
dom of the younger generation. They feel that the place of
woman is In the home. Even these conditions are gradually
changing and there is definitely a hop� of a brlther ar^
happier future for the women of India.
5I~"^^ce, op. cit., p. 74.
52 Daniel Johnson Fleming, Building with India {West
Kedford, Mass., 1922), p. 19.
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Bopefnl India, Today India is aware of her short
eomings. She is aware of the fact that a "bleeding Pakistan"
has been carved otit of her bleeding side. She is also con
scious of her suffering millions. She is using all her initia
tive and energy in shs^ing up a plan which will bring peace and
comfort to them. There is no doubt that today there are thou
sands of refugees in north India who are homeless. But al-
mi^ty God has plans for the future of India. Cfhrl st must
enter the open gates of this nation in His full power and
glory. For centuries her people have been indifferentto this
matchless gospel of Jesus (Sirist. Today India is called th�
brightest mission field of the world.
There was a time when Hinduism was like a stagnant
pool of water without any outlets or inlets. Hobody could
enter it or go out of it. Finally the Hindus became aware of
the fact that In tie time of UogxH emperors many of them had
been forced to accept Islam. Mow the Hindus wanted to bring
those people back to Hindu fold. How could they do it?
"Shuddhi movement" came to their rescue. Ihe word "Siuddhi"
means cleansing or purifying, ^en a high cast� Hindu takes
a trip to the west or eats from the hmds of a l&n caste Hindu,
he has to be purified throu^i the rite of "Shuddhi." This
movement opened a way to enter Hinduism, but at the same time
it also opened a way to get out of Hinduism. Many hl^ caste
Hindus were not willing to listen to th� gospel. They were
SI
afraid to take the risk lest they mi^t be forced to leave
their caste forever, "Stitiddhi movement" made them more adven-
tiirous, fhey wanted to find out about the (Siristian religion.
They knew that if they did not want Christianity, they could
get back to Hinduism throu^ "Shuddhi," Thus a way was pre
pared for the gospel to enter the hearts of many of the Hindus.
God c^ use means and ways which are beyond man's comprehension.
^e people of Bidia are not crude and hard-hearted, ^ey are
willing to listen to the "good news." There im a gentleness in
their character. Pandit Sehru said: "But there is also a
mellowness and a gentleness, the cultural heritage of thousands
of years, which no amount of misfortune had been able to rub off .*
There was another reason why it was difficult for many
Hindus to accept Christ. They received a very wrong impres
sion about Christianity many times through the unchristian
lives of many Europeans and Anglo-Indians in India, low under
the national government the Indian Christians and missionaries
are at full liberty to preach th� gospel in every corner of
India. There is a clause In the constitution of India that,
"All persons ajpe equally entitled to freedom of conscience and
the right freely to profess, practice and propagate religion."
This is a golden opportunity for Christians of the whole world
to sow the seed of the gospel message in the fertile soil of
India.
Jawahar Lai Kehru, ^e Piscovery of India (New York;
The John Day Company, 1946), p. 5TI
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Great opportunity for service came for the Christian
church during the Hindu-Moslem discord oyer the issue of
Pakistan. CSiristians risked their lives and went to help the
helpless Hindus in Pakistan and th� equally helpless Moslems
in India. Through them people saw Christ at work.
Today it can be said the gospel in India is making rapid
progress. Th� success of Indian leadership has much to do with
it. Bishop Pickett says that* "Ho work seen during this study
has isi^ressed us more favorably than that under the superinten-
deney of Indian Christians."
Even God used the incident of the death of ^hatma
Gandhi to explain the meaning of the "death of Christ" on Cal
vary's cross. "Rie Hindiis believe in the philosophy of ''trans
migration of souls." Sien they see a man happy and prosperous,
they at once draw the conclusion that he must have be�n a good
man in his previous birth* When they see him suffering, they
at once draw the conclusion that he must have been a bad man
in his previous birth. Due to this belief it Is very difficult
for a Hindu to accept that Christ died for the sins of th�
world. They always draw the conclusion that Christ must have
been a bad man in His previous birth, and therefor� He suffered
on the cross in His next birth. It is hard for them to grasp
the meaning of Calvary. All Hindus had great respect for Gandhi
~
J. Waskom Pickett, Christian Mass Movements in India
(The Abingd(Ki Press, Cincinnati, 1933), p.
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beoaus� Gandhi had used all his init iat ive , energy and wealth
for the benefit of his nation. They could never doubt his
nobility. Yet Gandhi was shot by one of his own people. What
did the Hindus think then? Did they say that Gandhi was a bad
man? Hoi Instead of doing that they started coBEparing him with
Ghrist, the Saviour of the world. Kiey did not con^jare Gandhi
with their own gods, but they tried to honor him by comparing
him with Jesus CJhrist, Dr. Jones says thatj "When India, a
non-C2iristian nation wanted to pay her highest compliment to
her hl^est son, she searched for the highest term she knew and
called Gandhi a Christ-like man."^� Today the Hindus understand
the meaning of the "cross of Calvary" and are turning to CSirist
in great ambers. The philosophy of "T^ranamigration of Souls"
is trembling in the balance.
A Moslem is a Cross hater, but when the trouble came
between India and Pakistan, he ran to this very Cross for safety.
Christians in India were asked to wear th� sign of the cross on
their dresses so that the Hindus and Moslems seeing it might
spare their lives. At last India is realizing that it is only
the "Cross of Jesus" that can save the world. Th� Christiani-
zatlon of India can be best described in the words of
J. W. R. letramj
~
E. Stanley Jones, The Ghrist of the Indian Road,
(New York J The Abingdon Press, 1926), p. 39,
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The cairlstiaiiiaation of India is like a painter
painting a huge picture. The brush is being slowly
applied, and to the untrained eye it looks like a
child scribbling on a piece of paper, but wait and
see the details ccmie out, for th� master mind has
it all planned, and one day, when the picture is
cos^lete, it will come out in bold and beautiful
design. Things are not drifting at randomf God is
at work in His \miverse. Oh, for an ej� to see
C5hrist at work and for a faith to lay hold on His
resources and to go forward with Himi"
Hetram, 0�. cit . , p. 39.
CHAPTER II
CRITICAL K7ALT5ATI0H OF THE PRESBHT GHRISTIAH
a>IJCATIOH PROGRAM JM IBDIA
Christianity enters India � (Oiristianity is not a new
religion in India. Th� "Syrian Church" of South India claims
its beginning in the first century A� D, This church has main
tained its position throughout the centuries without the help
of the missionaries from over seas. As stated by J. Z. Hodge
in his Salute to India :
The ch-aroh is no new thing in India. Th� Syrian
church in South India, divided into its two main
branches of Orthodox and Reformed , claims to have
been founded by no less a missionary than the Apostle
Thomas. It might be difficult to prove that claim,
but the scholars agree that it would be equally
difficult to disprove it. There can be no shadow of
doubt that the Syrian church is a church of ancient
lineage that has weathered the storms of many cen
turies and kept alive, though often with difficulty,
the sacred flame of Christian truth
Thou^ the ^rian church is ancient, yet it failed to
carry the "good news" to the other parts of India. Christianity
did not enter north India until the foreign missionaries came.
The Syrian Church of South India failed to evangelize the whole
of India because it reptidiated the caste system and was not
evangelistic .
J, W. R. Hetram says that, "It was not until early in
'
I J. Z, Hodge , Salute to India, (Friendship Press, Wew
York, 1944), pp. 79,80.
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th� eighteenth century that the �iristian west began to con
sider th� task of giving the good news to India,
Tieganbalg and phitschan were the first protestant
laissionaries to set foot on iMian soil on July 9, 1706.
Within a hundred years, they were followed by Schwartz, Carey,
Marshman, Ward, Duff, Wilson, Anderson, and others, letraa
says, "fhe modern missionary enterprise, therefore has a
history, running only over about 200 years. Indeed it is only
during the last fifty ot* sixty years that any serious effort
has been made."^
According to the interpretative statistical survey
of the world mission of th� chiirch, the non-Homan
C&ristian coiamunity in India nu^ers 2,718,499, and
is found in 11,824 organized congregations and 10,109
tmorganized groups, fo shepherd these 21,933 worshiping
groups there are only 2,5t2 ordained H-ai^attd 10,174
unordained workers*^
feat is cairistian education? fh� report of the Oxford
Conference on church, community suad state begins its section
on education with the words, "Mucation is the process by
which the coaanunity seeks to open its life to all the indi
viduals within it and enable them to take their part in it."�
2^. w. R. Hetram, Will India Become Christian?
(Richard H, Smith, Inc., Hew Tork, 1930), p. 49.
3 Ibid., p. 49.
4 "The Madras Series" presenting papers based upon th�
meeting of th� International Missionary Council, at Tambaram,
Madras, India, Dec. 12 to 29, 1938.
5 Finding and Recommendations of the International
Missionary Council, Tambaram, Madras, India, The r.orid
Mission of the Church {International Missionary Council)
London : 2 Eaton Gate, S-W-1; Hew York: 156 Fifth Ave.), p.73.
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CfePistian �diacation, however, is something greater than this.
Christian Mucation through mission schools and
colleges, A mission school in India is one of th� centers of
religious education. The Central Conference of the Methodist
Church in India has always put great emphasis on Christian
education in the mission schools. Instructions and directions
come through these conferences in the form of literature to
individual schools. The other denominations in India also
put emphasis on CSiristian education in the mission schools.
Bishop Pickett said in his book. Christian Mass Move
ments in India, that the correspondence soad reports of early
missionaries indicated three aims of Christian educations
1, That many Christians might learn to read the
Bible, and that through them their families and
neij^bors might beecme familiar with the Scriptures.
2. That leaders might be developed from si^oag
the new converts who would help to establish them
as Christians and to win others to CSaristian faith
andl life,
3, fhat scan� abatement of social oppression and
of poverty might be effected.�
The mission schools and colleges have exercised a very
wholesome and lasting influence on the thought and life of
India. J. Z. Hodge thinks that "It is incumbent on (airistian
missions to see to it that the secular ooncsption of
t> J. Waskom Pickett, Christian Mass Movements in India,
{Til� Abingdon Press, Cincinnati, 1933), p. 265.
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of education does not obtain the couplet e mastery.^
^� earnest desire of the church in India is to have a
Bible reading church. It is desired that every Christian
should be able to read the Bible. This desire is well
ejEpressed in the words of B, C. Mukerjii
To build a virile church in India, we need a "literate"
chwch, a Bible reading church. Statistics reveal that
between the age groii^ of 16 to 60, there is a large
percentage of illiteracy in oua? churches; 35 percent in
north and central Sidia, 30 percent in Bengal and nearly
50 percent in the south (excluding Travancore and
Cochin J.�
In Horth liidia many villages were converted to Chris
tianity. Bishop Pickett tells in his book. Christian Mass
Movements in Sadia about the early s chool program for the
village boys. He says that It was developed along three lines:
1. Central boarding schools.
2. Several part time day schools under one teacher.
(These early teachers sometimes imported as many as
el^t schools where they taught two or three sessions
weekly ) �
3. Selected b oys and young men lived with the
preacher-teacher, aoooi^anying hto on his tours, being
tau^t to read and write and as socsa as possible, to
assist him in teaching others and in his evangelistic
work.9
In a large number of mission day schools connected with
Hodge , o�, cit., p. 115.
8 B, C, Mukerjii, "literacy a Stepping Stone to Progress
Spiritual, Social and Eoonmio. " The national Church Council
Beview, �ol. LXIX Hos. 6-7, June-^CTy 1949, p. 302.
9 Pickett, 0�. cit., p. 266.
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mass movements only one teaehep is ^ployed.
The situation In India is very different from that in
America, In America most of the people are not hostile to
Oiristianity, but are indifferent toward it. I&ider such elr-
cmstanees it is easier to start preaching to them by holding
revival meetings. In India many Hindus and Moslems are so
zealous for their own religion that they are not willing to
listen to the CSiristian truth in the beginning. For that
reason says Taylor;
Education is almost the only way of reaching the
high castes and the Moslems. Bxiff founded his college
because of this fact. He found the proud Brahman in
accessible to preaching, but a possible student tinder
th� tender of mature instruct ion, for he is an
educated man and honors leaming^-^^
In the mission schools one can find students from all
the different religions. There are Hindtis, Moslems, SiMis,
Parsees, Jains and Christians, ^e great concern of the mission
school is to approach the students of these different reli
gions with th� ^rietlan message. What are Ghrist ian educa
tion teachers to do? Ar� they going to tell the� that their
religion is false? The Christian teacher has to be very
careful. First he has to win th� confidence of the stMents
and then teach them the true way of salvation. Many of them
are willing to accept Christ when they find out that the
ItPAlva 1. Taylor, JRae Social Work of Christian Missions,
(Cincinnati I The Foreign Christian Missionary Society, 1912),
p* 171.
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(^vlBt Of the Galilean Road Is also th� "Christ of the Indian
Road." Dr. Stanley Jones very well expresses this thoiight.
Christ is becoming a familiar figure upon the Indian
Road, He Is becoming naturalized there. Xfpon the road
of Ii3dia�s thinking you meet with Him again and again,
on the highways of India's affection you feel His
gracious presence. On the ways of her decisions and
actions, H� is becoming regal and authoritative ,H
In the mission schools "Scripture classes** are held to
convey the Oarlstian life in its theoretical aspects. Accord
ing to the Madras Series,
The teaching of this class will have to be adjusted
to the mental developaents of the various groups of
pupils. It will also have to take account of all the
laws and methods of general education. But, however,
th� syllabus is arranged and whatever methods are used,
the purpose of the class must be to introduce the
pupil to the liberating message of Jesus Christ and
to His central place in the message .^^
The Christian education program is also carried on
throu^ the chapel services and drasa. In almost every mis
sion school chapel service is held every day. Most of the
Methodist institutions in India use ^�ie Qiarter House program"
which was written by E. L. King, Secretary of the Council of
Religious Education and a missionary to India,
The Charter House Program pretty well covers the life
teachings and miracles of Jesus in the Mew Testament. It
IX~E, Stanley Jones, The Christ of the Indian Road,
Hew York, Th� Abingdon Press"j~T925), p.T8.
12 "Madras Series," op. cit., p. 80.
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also covers most of th� Old Testament, It takes up the life
stories of outstanding Christians and even non-Christians.
It gives good suggestions for junior church, morning watch,
village work and adult religious education.
!Sae traits emphasised in the Charter House Program are
love, unselfishness, thoughtfulnesa, persistence, loyalty,
purposef lalness, sacrifice, generosity, service, reverence,
obedience, responsibility, use of talents, manliness, dili
gence, *�first things first," curiosity, initiative, hmility,
coxarage, conviction, steadfastness, discipline, neighborliness,
sociability, good will, joy, courtesy, kindliness, sympathy,
brotherliness, repentance, forgiveness, trust, peacefulness,
tolerance, self-forgetfillness, patience, whole heart�dness,
thoroughness, practical idealism, benevolence, efficiency,
modesty, dmocracy, sens� of fair play, thrift, honesty,
growth, ambition, eo-operation, judgment, cleanliness,
restitution, righteous, indignation, respect for constituted
authority, patriotism, living and working with others,
ability for self-government, prepar�dn�ss, generosity,
devotion and truth.
In The {2iarter House Program, E, L. King says: **Con
centrate on the material which has presented difficulties or
has not been fully grasped, use new methods, new illustrations.
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This is the stage Morrison calles ^adapting procedure.*'*
Miile teaching children to render service to others,
it had to b� made clear to them that Christians are interested
in helping others because they lov� Jesus Ghrist. Se says,
�"Services w� render others in th� name aand for the love of
Jesus live oa.*-^*^ �iile teaching the children to keep the
commandments of Jesus their attention is drawn to the verse
where Jesus said, "If you love me you will keep my command
ments.* The Charter House Program gave a story of a boy who
got up early one morning to find his roommte earnestly
studying the Bible. �ils boy asked him just what he was study
ing, and th� other replied, "Jesus has said that if w� love
Him we will keep Sis commandments. I know I love Him, so I
am looking for all His commandments that I may keep them.**^�
It also Tmk^m suggestions which will help young people into a
rellgioT^ experience wl^re they can feel the presence of {2irist,
�lis book has proved to be very helpful in the Methodist church
in India, but there is one weak spot in it which can be a great
hindrance to obtaining a "Ctirls^ian �3?:p�rience*' for many yotmg
people. It uses too many illustratioim of the lives of non-
IS E. I*. King, *^The Charter House Program, " (The Oxworth
Book Service, Darjeeling, 1929), p. 57,
Ibid,, p. 164.
15 Ibid., p. 169.
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CSiriatians to win the young people of India for Christ. For
instance^ the stories of Ram, Sita Lakshaman Damayanti,
Savitri and Satyavan and many others ar� used in th� � rogrsm
of Christian education.
me story of Helen Keller is told to show that she
finds life very worthwhile in spite of appalling handicaps.
Among her sources of happiness have been dancing and the movies.
The story of Helen Keller is an enriching story for children,
but these aspects of her life do not lead th� children to
spiritual insights. In fact, they lead them to believe^ that
joy is found in the things of the world. This is a false
notion because real joy for a Christian is found in a tru�
Christian experience.
Many of th� CSiristlan colleges in India make their own
programs of religious education. An example is the program
of a Methodist College for Women:
1949-50
Religious and Moral Education Courses for the Inter
mediate Students . Isabella Thoburn College,
Sot�: All first year Oiristian students are re
quired to take the course.
All other students, please be sttre to put down a
Ist^ ^1^, and 3rd choice. Old students, be sure to
write on the back of the paper courses previously
studied at Isabella Thoburn College,
1, Understanding the Blbl e t
This course will include a study of th� courses and
development of th� Bible as we have it today and a con
sideration of the meaning, purpose, and historical
setting of various parts of the Bible.
4$
2. C23Lrlatlan Beliefs ;
me first two months will be given to Bible study.
The reminder of the time will be devoted to the
study of basic principles in the C2iristian religion
and an intei^retation of Ohristian beliefs.
^* Message of Jesus for oixp Times.
The life' and 'th'e'^eachlngs of
""
Jesus w'ill foe stx�iled
with emphasis on the application of these teachings to
our living today.
4. Mental Hygiene >
A study of the conditions of mental health. To do
our best we must be mentally fit. m>rry, �sotlonal
Insets, complexes are some of the things that inter
fere, A grasp of simple psychological truths helps
in finding a way out in establishing better health.
5, Religions of Today .
This is a study of the messages of th� great reli
gions of maaikind; changing conditions and the clrcimi-
stances through which the original message of each
preacher received changing intei^pretatlon, will be
ei^hasiaed. Finally there will be the effort to
interpret th� message of each preaoher for our owa
life and time.
6. The Home Beautiful .
There will be cons iteration of topics such as the
following i
Helationships in family living, personality develop
ment, beautifying th� home, ethics, community rela
tionships, etc.
Religious and Moral Education Ooyyses for E^l, BA-2,
and i^^lTT^* III, "^abella feoburn'"goll�ge,
1949 '�50,
�'
Hot�: All BA-1, BSC-1, or I f,G. Ill Christian
sljijdeats are asked to choose one from 1, 2, 5, 6, or 7.
Ail students should put down a 1st, 2nd, and 5rd choice.
Old students, pleas� record on the back of th� paper
the courses previously studied at Isabella 5hoburn
College ,
May t Believe? {Especially for (Siristian
students).
The course will consist of a study of our personal
beliefs and the validity of such beliefs in the light
of modern thought, the teaching of the Bible and
church doctrines. It will involve a considerable
amount of reading and a good deal of discussion.
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^* Parables and Miracles of Jesus and Their
Significance for us :
A stuc^ of what the parables and miracles of Jesus
meant in His day, and what they mean today in the
life of the individiml and society.
3. The Home and Family .
The group will consider the ethical foundations
involved in the activities, obligations, and oppor
tunities of the college women in the modern Indian
home and family. Discussion will centre round
meeting old problems in an up-to-date way, and in
considering such questions as what infoimiat ion should
a young woman have before entering upon this high
adventure? How may the home be maintained at the
highest possible levelt
^0"3^1 and, Beligious Thought Problems .
An infoi^BaT lis cuss ion of t�ie vital problems
brought in by th� class members. The course is intended
to help each stiident to think out solutions to her owi
problems in th� light of th� various opinions held by
her classmates as well as by authors of fuller
�:^erienc�*
^ � 0evelopment of the Idea of God.
Throughout the ages people have Seen thinking and
formulating ideas about the nature of God. The pur
pose of this course is to trace the history of the
development of the idea of God in Hebrew and (Siris-
tian religions.
�� ^� Prophets of Israel, Their Living Message.
The course will consist of a study of the great
moral leaders of Israel�men whose influence deter
mined the establishment of the ideals of the nation
and who have pertinent messages for us whose times
so closely resemble their own.
'^^Q Bible as lilterature.
The ITB'le is rich In literature, historical and
religious treasures which we may fall to find for
want of little direction in search of them. This
course is planned as a guide to help th� reader
come to know these treasures and to find her own way
among its masterpieces.
8. Living Religions.
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^is cotirs� involves a hro&d studj of the religions
of the world* It aiats at broadening oin� imderstand
ing of the present day oonte^orary religions by
surveying their historioal backgrounds, their present
day setting, and 1^ studying their general principles ,1�
Hon-Cferistian girls can choose which kiiid of course
they prefer, A nTJB^er, bu* not the majority, �hoose th�
specifically Christian courses, fh� cairlstian students
must have the specifioally Bible ca* daristian courses in
the first year of th� Intersediate (in Ii^ia corresponding
to th� AB^riean Jtmion College), and th� Bachelor of Arts
Degree � A year ago when a sta�v�y was made, it was foiac^
Uiat a large proportion of them were taking Bible courses
of their own accord,
(Ihapel servioes are also held aliiK>st every day, CSiris-
tian students are expected to attend them daily. The students
of other religions are invited if they want to attend these
seiP7leee �
^iriatiaa Eduoati<m throt^ mission hospitals , cm�
of t^e greatest needs of India is hospitals. Mrnxj poor
people of IMia are not able to get fuay medical help. Cforis-
tian hospitals and ddotors have made the greateist contribu
tion In eliminating suffering. J. Z. Hodge said: ^'fhere
is gladness and responsibility in the remembrance that in
"
16 Religious Education program of Isabella Thoburn
College, Lucknow, P. India.
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the general medleal service of Ir^la one-eighth of the
total effort is borne by Christian missions�"^'^ Hodge also
tells of a time, not far back, when it could be said that
90 percent of the nurses in India were C2iristians, and 80
percent were trained in mission hospitals. How the scene
is changing and women of all classes ar� willing to render
this noble service. Christian missions were the first to
pioneer in medical training, fwo Qiristian medical schools
for women have been founded, one at Vellore in the south
and another at Ludhiana in the north, fhe medical school
at Vellore now admits men as well as women. On� Christian
medical school was started for men in the State of Miraj in
western India, Many roadside dispensaries were instituted
to help the poor who could not go to th� doctor,
The first hospital for women was founded at Bareilly
in north India in 1870 by an imeriean missionary, Clara
Swain. In a work by Bryce published in 1946, it is stated
that :
In India now there are 290 mission hospitals and
661 dispensaries, with 268 foreign and 445 Indian
doctors. In all India there are 42,000 doctors.
nearly ten times as many would be required to pro^
vide one for every thousand people, �Bbe United States
graduates 5,000 doctors a year for a population one-
third that of India
TTljodge, o�. cit., p. 119.
18 L. Winifred Brjoe, India at the fhreshhold.
(Friendship Press, New York, 1946), p. 101.
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also said that out of a total of nearly fourteen
thousand leprosy patients for whoa residential aocoiasaodation
is provided in India, about twelve thousand are in Christian
homes and hospitals. "In fact it would be difficult to find
institutions for the car� of lepers where the Christian
tonch was absent.
Patients from all of the different r�ligious faiths
come to the mission hospitals, Ihile their sick babies are
balng treated the CSiristian missionary considers it a great
privilege to minister to their souls with the gospel message*
The �"Indian Blbl� leaders*' go to �very patient and read the
Bible to them. They also pray with the patients. Every day
a Christian ntirse teaches the Bible stories to the children
who live in the children's ward. Siey also learn the
Christian hymns and how to pray.
Every Sunday there is Sunday School and church ser~
vices for the nurses and other workers in th� hospital.
During th� week th�r� ar� chapel services for th^. L. W.
Bryce has well saidj
Perhaps it is in the Christian medical work of
India that on� realizes most vividly the continuity
of the apostolic tradition. The church in India is
deeply interested in (Siristian hospitals. Many
hospitals now have chapels for prayer, which are
the loveliest that they can erect xmder the
circumstances .20
Wlbid., p. 118.
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dirlstlan literatui*� is given to those patients who
can read and are interested in reading it.
The mission hospitals have been the means of bringing
many Hindus and Moslems to the feet of CShrist, &�r� and
when does iJ^ia see Christ? J. W� H. Sestram tells the story
of two outstanding Hindus who testified that they could
understand the love of Christ through tiie lives of soae
missionaries.
An outstanding Hindu nationalist in Bihar, a man
greatly respected and loved, says: *We should listen
with great attention to what missionaries like Dr,
have to say* The other day I visited with
Mahatma Candhi at the leper asylm at purelia, and
what impressed me most was the quiet, selfless service
whioh these missionaries ar� rendering, exposing them
selves to th� poor, Xt is this only that can raise
a nation. We lack this.** Here the preaching had
beooE^ real, backed by this illustration of service
Another very effective testimony is that of Principal
Sen of the Bihar latlonal College of Patnaj
The time when I saw Ghrist most vividly was not
when I heard sermons, but I think It was in 1900
during an outbreak of plague when the shadow of
death was upon us th&t I saw Christ face to face.
The missionaries went from house to house helping
the sick. It was then that I felt that God had
came down to us and that C^ist was Just her�,^^
This does not mean that missionaries only did social
service. They used this �ffeetlve B^ans to achieve the end,
that is, the preaching of the gospel of salvation, itien
5!iX Hetram, cit., p. 136.
22 Hetram, Loc. cit., p. 136.
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missionaries won th� oonfidence of th� people through their
Christian living and service, the people were willing to
hear the message of salvation and then accept Christ as
their saviour.
Christian education through evangelism. Evangelism
is tSi� greatest need of India. At present preaching is done
in the villages as well as in the cities, fh� approach is
made to th� illiterate as well as to the literate and to
the people of all castes and religions. In spit� of all
this effort the preachers and th� methods of approach are
not enough to meet the need of India. This great need is
well expressed by Mrs. Bryce,
The growth of the church in India in numbers and
in significance tends to blind readers over seas to
th� fact that there are still vast areas where th�
gospel of Ghrist is virtually unknown. There are
said to be mmbers of districts comprised of five
million people that ar� absolutely untouched by the
evangel. Th� task of evangel! ssat ion is only Just
begun.23
Many times when a group of Christians went to the
villages to preach, they were received with open ams by
most of th� villagers, but there were always some who accused
them of proselyting for the sake of increasing the nmsber of
the Oiristian cc^unity. The "Madras Series'* answers
this charges
W^BTjce, o�. cit., p. 130,
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Therefore, the dhristian need not concern hlaself
with the non-C2iristian meaning of the term proselTtism,
but accept evangelism, or the propagation of the gospel
of Ohrist as his chief duty. !Bbe CSirlstian must still
beware of proselytism in the sense of incuding an in
dividual to accept Jesus Ghrist for any other reason
except the native attraction of the gospel and the
person of the gospel. In this sense of the word pro
selytism, evangelization is not proselytism. To evan
gelize is simply to publish abroad the redeeming and
re-making gospel of Jesus Ohrist, to lift up the cross
and to allow it to draw all men unto itself. Proselytism
is a kind of secular consorlption of a soul Into a
cc^munity; evangelization is th� opening of the windows
of a soul into a supernatural envirormient where Jesus
on the cross is the center that it may freely accept
the abxmdant life in it.^*
The purpose of Oirlstians in India is not primarily to
add members to the chxirch, but to help people to accept Jesus
(2irlst,
�1� Indian church is essentially a rural church, de
riving more than two-thirds of its membership trom. village
sources. Most of th� villagers are Illiterate. They cannot
read the Bible, so the missionary or the preacher has to read
and explain it to them. Clifford Manshardt says that 5 "From
th� very beginning converts and prospective converts have been
taiight, and religious instruction has been given both in the
day schools and in the Sunday Schools conducted by missions.**
Ihen a CStiristian evangelist enters a village he asks
Si*�Madras Series,** op. cit., p. 78.
25 Clifford Manshardt, ghrlstianlty in a Changing
India, (Dioceran Press, Madras, 1933), p. 16^."~
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all men and women to assemble In on� place. Then he begins
by telling them that there is only on� God, After that he
tells them about the life of the Lord Jesus Christ and th�
great doctrines of the Christian faith. Later they are
taught the Apostles* Creed, th� Ten Commandments and the
Lord�s Prayer. After the people are ready they are baptized
and their idols are broken. The breaking of th� idols is a
great testimony for these villagers that they have accepted
the Lord Jesus as Saviour,
The us� of visual aids is rar� in teaching the villagers.
There is a great need of such aids � Mrs, Bryce gives a very
vivid description of the conversion of a village family.
After th� baptism a dramtic and very Indian gesture
is made. The doorway of the house has been prepared
for the occasion. Gone are th� lucky marks, the pic
tures of gods, and other Hindu symbols. The wall
stands clean and bare, perhaps with the soft sheen of
skillfully applied adobe, or perhaps a penny *s worth
of lime has made it clean and white . Th� mother of
the family takes the red color that she has used before
on mny a happy occasion, and with it she puts beside
the door of her home the sign of th� cross. Let no
one think that this is merely a magic mark. It means
far more than that.^�
This sign of the cross sigtnifies two things: It is
th� mark of the fellowship of cairist's suffering. This is a
very real �sqperience in the lives of mny of these people.
Many times a woman was not allowed to draw the water from
'^'^ Bryce, o�. cit., p, 142.
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the well. She was looked down upon by the other women
because she Insulted the Hindu gods by accepting this new
religion. But the family had accepted it all with patience.
This sign on the door is also the mark of fellowship
with all the other CShrlstians. If a (Siristian from another
village, city or country came to the village it would be
easy for him to locate this Ohristian family by the sign of
the cross. He wo-old foe received as a brother* in the home
of these people.
There is great need of (Siristian teaching for these
village (Siristians. They take everything very seriously.
Later on a program of daily worship is developed. A
few of the villages have little churches which have been
erected by the village Oiristians. Many groups of village
cairistiaas attend the morning and evening worship in these
churches and thus the villagers are kept reminded of God.
CShrlstian hymns and songs have been used as a very effective
means of evangelism. These Indian bhajans hold the attention
of these people for hours and give them a real Christian
message.
Among literate people tracts and portions of the Hew
Testament are handed out. The higher classes need more
individual attention while mass evang^ ism has proved effec
tive in the villages. Th� evangelist has to visit the homes
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of the hi^er classes In order to convey the message of the
gospel to them. Many educated Hinus are converted when they
beco^ convinced that their religion does not offer salvation.
In India the duty of evmagelism is laid on every CSiristian.
^� Hational Missionary Society has shown a wonderful
example of initiative and has been very zealous for evangelism.
It was founded in 1905, and follows indigenous lines of action.
It depeiKis on Indian personnel, Indian methods, and Indian
money. Of It lodge says, **It does not enter into cosset ition
with denominational missionary efforts, but serves as the
han<^�aid of all the churches. fh� Jfatlonal Missionary
Society carries on its work in fifty centers. It is found in
ei^t provinces and ten language areas.
Christian education through th� various activities of
the church . Ther� are about nine million Christians In India.
Half of these Christians ar� found in the Madras presidency
and the State of Travancore. On� million belong to the
tribes of India. The remaining three million ar� scattered
all over the Indian sub-continent. CSiristians were th�
secor^ largest religious minority in India, A few years back
the Indian church was growing rapidly only among the poor and
th� illiterate, C. S. Milford said:
Especially among the aboriginal tribes and the
depressed classes, the church is growing rapidly,
^'i^ Hodge, loo, cit. , p. 96.
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largely as a result of the witness of the village
Christians, th^yselves, in arCMSis n^ei^ a foreign
missiomry is seldcaa se�n�*^�
Today th� chiroh is growing rapidly among all Glasses
of people, Thm reason for this change is well expressed in
the words of B, L. Hallia Ram, �flao said, new situation
places the Indian church in a natural enviroiment. During
the British regime the Ctiristian ohMrah was often looked
upon as an ally of an alien imperially,
After th� aehi^vement of i3ad�p�i*aenc� by IMia, the
situation G^iaiiged� Bsren th� proud Brahmans and the rigid
Mosl^s began to se� the depth of the meaning of the cross.
SisOxcqi Pickett of tl^ Methodist Church of Horth India gives
a very enli^tening and hopeful report of the present sltmtion
of the eht;^ch in IHBdla in on� of his letters.
adventixre of serving Ghrist in India grows ever
more exciting s th� rewards of service ever richer.
1# �!&� goveriment of India have appointed a
Methodist Indian minister as oh<B^lain to Qarlstian
tropps in Delhi cantonront*
0. Twenty young men in the Delhi Gonference have
approached me about going to Theological College next
July, inciting on� recesat convert ^rom Hinduism, one
frc^ Islam and one from SiMiism.
3. Th� SiMus of Beswan, a small town in th#
Delhi Goaferenoe, have been so muoh impressed by th�
changes wrought M th� lives of cairistian converts in
their village that they are asking us to open a
school and a dispensary . For th� school they have
promised us a alt�, and for the dispensary are
giving us a building and land wort^ at least #5,000*
28 G. S, Milford, Church and Crisis in India, (London:
Edinbxirgh Home. Press, 1945 ), p. 8.
B. L. Hallia Ram, "Bie Missicn&rj Task in India and
Pakistan, (K^ineth Q. Grubb Co., M. G. (MitoFT, lorSI'
^rlatian Handbook (London: SSorld Dcaainion Press, 1949), p.lSO.
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And when their leaders came to annomce this they
began by saying, "W� are hmgry for the gospel.
Gome, preach to us and heal otir sicknesses like
Jesus used to do�'*3�0
There are churches in the Indian cities which are self-
supporting. Most of the villag� Christians are so poor that
they cannot afford to pay their preacher. Therefor� the vil
lage preachers ar� supported by th� gifts which are sent by
the churches of foreign countries. In many cases a village
preacher is givm about ten to twelve villages for a parish
and a bicycle with whioh to reach them. It is impossible
for him to preach in �very village on every Siaiday,
In recent years the Methodist Church is awakening to
this great need, "Village Centers'* are being built In some
sections of India. In the center of a group of villages Is
being built a small church, a small school and a dispensary.
This enables th� Oirlstians of th� nearby villages to attend
the church on Sunday and to send their children to a Chris
tian school. IJhtil recent years about 90 porcent of the
mission work was city-centered, while most of the people
lived in the villages. The Indian church is carrying on
its Ohristian education program throu^ varioiis church
organ1zat ions .
S^J. W. Pickett, Letter dated January 27, 1950
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Svnd&j School � According to th� statistical survey
of the world mission of the Christian church in 19S8 th�
Sunday School organisation in India was aiaong th� best in
the mission field, learly all th� missions share in the
support of the movement which has led to increase in th�
efficiency of the t�achers in the land, Joseph Parker said
that, "The statistics report 14,605 schools with 696,481
teachers and scholars. "^-^ The Indian Simday school Union,
an interdenominational organization, was founded in
Allahabad in 1876, The Indian year book of 1940-41 reports;
It has six fiill time workers, both Indian and
European, Its General Council is composed of repre
sentatives from the Hational Christian Council, th�
provincial representative councils, local staiday
School unions which are auxiliaries of the
I.S.S.U., and from church councils,^*
�1� curriculum materials for use in Indian Sunday
Schools have been inadequate in many respects though there
are several fairly complete Bible study courses. Some of
these courses are Clayton's Graded Bible lessons, Pelly�s
Graded Coiirse of Beligious Training for missionary schools,
Annett's Course for Village Sunday Schools and Primary
Departments, Armett*s Junior Sunday school Course, and Mrs,
51 Joseph I, Parker, Interpretative Statistical Survey
8forld Mission of the Christian diur'ch^ ( Intcmat ional
STssionary Council, Hew Tork and London, 19lf8) p. 296.
S2 Law, Francis, Editor, The Indian Year Book, 1940-41
Bennett, Coleman & Co., Ltd., **The Times of InH'ia,^ offices,
Bombay and Oalbutta, p, 443.
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Harper ts Bible Courses for Indian Schools.
In recent years th� m^ber of Sunday Schools had in
creased. In 1946 Bryce wrote j "Today there are no fewer
than 18,000 Sunday Schools in India, comprising 30,000 teaaahers
and 700,000 scholars ."^^ St* Andrew's feaoher Training insti
tution at Coonoor ti*alns Sunday School workers*
Theological institutional Xear after year the Indian
church has been receiving a very large; mi^er of additions
throtigh conversions from Hlndxiism* lew congregations ai*�
being fomed every year who need the guidance of ministers.
Therefore there is a great need for spiritual and well quali
fied ministers to be th� shepherds of these new Christian
groups, fhe Madras Series, ?ol. IV, gives this infomatlon
about til� theological institutions. "Biis book was published
in 1939 when there were thirty-one theological institutions
with 771 sttMents in training. In addition there were eighty-
six Bible training institutions with 3,095 students. These
institutions were divided into three grades: Primary,
secondary, aM college,
1. Primary Orade. All the Bible training institutions
come imder this heading. Only one or two years were spent in
Instruction which was very elementary. This training was for
village workers, such as teachers, teacher-catechists and
3S Bryce, 0�. cit . , p. 95.
Bible women, ^Kiese village workers were also given refresher
courses which were held periodically.
2, Secondary Grade. A large majority of thirty-one
theological institutions were of this grade. She students
of the high school grade were admitted into these institu
tions. For the most part the instructi*^ was given in th�
vernacular. Most of th� pastors of th� churches come from
these InstlttitiGns . Most of the evangelists were also t rained
in these institutions.
5* College Grade. !Eher� have been only four institu
tions which provide theological training for graduates.
Serampore College dates back to the Danish days. It has the
power of conferring the B. D. degree, and two others were
affiliated with It* There had been another institution
which was not affiliated with Serampore. It offered a
special course of instruction which was believed by the col
lege to �quip its students better for their work than the
Serampore course*
Christian l^ndeavor. This organization used to be
called The Epworth League . This League provided an oppor
tunity for the young people to use their initiative and make
their own program. They learned to put Christian ideals into
practice. It was also a means for the development of their
social life. Esphasi� was put on self-expression of tiie youth.
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Th� leag^I� also gav� plenty of room for discussion of
problems on a yoxmg person's own level. This league gave
much scope for very practical experience in details of cSiurch
administration, E. I*. King says about the league that.
In addition, th� direct study of ideals may be
continued, or paralleled, with concrete problms
as a basis, but under freer conditions than those
of a classroom with a teacdaer involved- however
slightly .S4
Institutes , Th� institute was in a sense a school,
but it was also more than a school. The main function of th�
Institute was inspiration, publicly and through psrsoaal con
tact under ooMitions which were more natia?al in school or
hostel.
Educationally, it may be either si^pleraentary to
the school, or reiterational and revislonal. For
Instance, th� school may teach the Bible, i^ile
th� Institute w&j teach how to study it, particularly
by one's self* Its social values in breaking down
the in^ownedness of the usiaal hostel, in creating
wholesome coispetition from outside one's own group,
in encoia?aging and developing sportsmanship, are
very great indeed. Much that th� school has don�
in a necessarily more or less fomal way may here
be hxasanized and �nergized,'^^
Th� youth of the church have been organized under
three different kinds of caH5)s : ^e High School Youth Camp,
Th� Provincial Oamps, and All India, Buma and Geylon Gamps.
The High School Youth Gaatps. This organization of
3?~Ibid., p. 344.
35 King^ o�. cit,, pp. 344-345,
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Toimg people puts more emphasis on spiritual life. In
these ca^s altar calls were given and young people were
guided to ccaiseorate their lives.
The Proving ial Gamps. These camps were generally
organized for college students. Here the emphasis was mostly
placed on a social constructive program for the community.
Their goal was to start night schools for under-privileged
children and adtdts. fhey did the first aid work for the
village people and taught th&m rules of hygiene. �iey also
maintained small libraries containing (Saristian literature
for people of other religions.
All India, Burma and Geylon Gaiqps. These camps were
held every third year- ^ey were organized for university
students. Her� th� outstanding leaders of differ�nt d�nomi-
nations get together with university students to discuss
political, social, econcaalc and religious problems and how
to make the dhxxPQh more effective in a non-Oiristian nation.
They ^phasized both the spiritual and social sides of the
church.
Indies * Society. This Is an interdencaainat ional
society working among th� women and girls in Bombay, the
united provinces and in Punjab.
According to the Indian fear Book of 1940-41:
6.2
There are �7 Em�op�an mlssicaaary ladies on the
staff and 50 assistant missionaries, 202 Indian
teaoiiers and ntirses and 31 Bible woiaen. DwUag195S there were 5,818 in-patients in the three
hospitals stgjpcHpted by the society Claslk, Lucknow
and Patna)� There were 24,033 out-patients,
108,958 attesdane� at the dispensaries. In their
21 schools were 2,03>3 pupils and there is a uni
versity department at Lahore, The evangellstle
side of the work is largely done by house to house
visltation.36
During recent years W,S.C.S* societies have been
foiled in several city churches, Th� women take active
part in helpiag less fortunate people socially and
splrlt\2ally.
�6" Indian Year Book, 0�, oit*, p� 471,
CMPfEE III
SUGGESTION'S FOR THE IMPROVUMT OP TEE PRESEHT
PROGRAM TO MEET THE HBSDS OP OHAiGOrO IHDIA
The present program in India has accomplished a great
deal in the past years and is accomplishing mTJtch today.
However, much more could he accompli^ed if a few necessary
changes were made to increase the effectiveness of the
program.
The place of the foreign missionary in changing India.
Before India got its ii^ependenoe the Indian church was
greatly concerned about its foreign missionaries, whether they
would be allowed to preach the gospel in new ladia. All those
doubts disappeared as soon as independence was gained. Today
the door is wide open. Anybody can preach the good news of
the gospel throu^out the length and breadth of India
without opposition.
Thou^ there is a great place in the hearts of Indians
for foreign missionaries, yet some of their attitudes and
methods K&ich were acceptable in old India are losing their
hold in changing India. Therefore it becomes expedient
that new attitudes and methods be adopted that Ghrist may be
served most effectively in new India. This thought is well
ej^ressed in the words of Tennyson, "The old order changeth,
yielding place to the new. And God fulfills himself in many
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ways. Lest one good cnstom shoiald corrupt the world.
Ko doubt the church in India owes a great deal to
foreign missionaries. The diurch as a istoole is grateful
and appreciative of those missionaries who come to India
in the spirit of Ohrist to love and win the people for
His kingdom. The church expects the foreign missionaries
to make themselves on� with th� Indians. B. L. Balbia Ram
of India says that:
fhe stage of development of th� church in India,
and the radical transformation of the environment
in whi<^ it is called upon to do its work, call
for a new orientation In th� relationship between
missionaries who com� from abroad and the church
in India.*
Th� missionary must cos^letely rid himself of all
race and color prejudice. The Indians ar� very sensitive
with respect to this. John R. Mott says that race foeling
or prejiMice constitutes a very real obstacle to
cooperation.
At the same time the very existence of this peril
presents one of the strongest challenges to such
united action, because this difficulty exists on
virtiially every mission field. Prom the very nature
of the case the missionary movement is a great Iner-
racial movement. Failure to secure the
"
Interest,
1 Burton Stevenson, The_ Home Book of Rotations,
(Dodd, Mead & Company, New f^^, 1945), p. 232.
2 B. L, Rallla Ram, **Th� Missionary Task in India and
Pakistan, Kenneth 0. arubb, G.M.a. (Editor), l^rld Christian
Hmid Book� (London: World Dominion Press, 1949), p. 153.
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adhesion, and loyalty of the nationals is a denial
of the dominating Christian objective .3
\tien a missionary goes to India he goes there to give
the good news of the gospel to the Hindus and Moslems. He
tries to tell them that throu^ Christ they can get rid of
all their sins and superstitions. He preaches to the Hindus
that in Ghrist there is no cast� system. If a non-cairistian
would happen to come during the meal time of some of the
chtirch conferences and find two tables, one for Indian minis
ters and another for th� American missionaries, what would he
think of cairistian fellowship t Often the excuse is given
that since the amount of money which Indian ministers get for
their meals is oaaly half the amount that missionaries get for
their meals, therefore they cannot have the same table. Br.
E. Stanley Jones talks about the wor^s of 0aB^hi in his book,
cairist at the Bound Table *
We must listen to the words of Gandhiji as he
spoke to a missionaiy conference : "It is much
better to have the receptive mood. As a tTWS
friend I would tell you that I miss that rescep-
tlveness, that humility, and that willingness on
jovcc part to identify yourselves with the masses
of India and my message to my missionary friends is
that you shotild identify yourselves with the people
as Ghrist did in His time.*
iiJokn H, Mott, Cooperation and t^e World Mission,
( International Missionary Goimcll : ^ew York, 19S5), p. 49 .
4 E. Stanley Jones, Cttrlst at the Hound Table, (The
Abingdon Press, lew York, Gincinnan, 1928), p. 189.
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It would b� much better if the missionaries would
identify thmselves with the people of India as "Bahanji"
(sister) and ^Ehaijl" (brother) instead of being called by
th� imperialistic title of "Sahib" or �M�m Sahib," This
would help thm to get closer to the heart of India and it
would help India to better understand the love of Ohrist.
The words of Dr. Jones are so fitting herei
If the missionaries of the gospel are to have a
real hearing in the east in the future, they must
come disassociated from i^eriallsm of �very type
and kind and come in th� form of servants. Th�
pedestals of imperialism of every description are
tottering and falling all about us, but there will
always be a place for servants of the East.^
S^etimes in the mission boarding schools managment
and discipline seems to play a very important part in the
lives of certain missionaries even at the cost of Christian
love and sympathy. For instance, once a missionary lady
forced her boarding school girls to �at burnt food. Another
missionary lady refused to give any milk to the girls, say
ing that �they wer� better off than being on th� streets.**
Of course these may be extreme cases, but they ar� enough
to injur� the heart of Ir^ia.
Th� missionary should be able to put herself or hto-
self in the situation of the person whose problem he is
trying to solve.
(Slanging India needs missionaries like C. P. Andrews
5~^ld., p. 189-190.
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Br. E. Stanley Jones and several others who broke over the
lines marked out by. "Saliibhood" and India clasped th^ to
her bosom*
There is excellent cooperation between the Indians
and American missionaries in Isabella ThobTirn College for
Girls and Lucknow Christian College for Boys, ^e salaries
of the Indians and missionaries are the same in Isabella
Thobum College, Both are treated on an equal level. In
fact, the presidents of these institutions are Indians.
Today India needs the Spirit-filled ministry of
foreign missionaries who will come to her with the primary
aim of preaching Ghrist to the masses of India and of exen^pli-
fying Him in their own lives among the non-Christians.
Earaiony among the denominations . Today the greatest
need in Bidia is harmony among the den<:ffiiinations, Fleming
says that, "^rea toned by the great religions of India,
the small Christian minority is driven together as Chris tiims
are not in the west.**^ Fleming also says that about one hm-
dred and twenty-four different societies have been engaged in
evangelizing India, and th� religion they have come to give
is one idiich has found divided e^^ression in the west. Each
denomination is contributing much to the church that is to
S~paniel Johnson Fleming, Building llth India, <Th�
Central Committee on th� United Study of Foreign Missions
and Missionary Education Movement of the United States and
Canada, 1922), p. 196.
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be in India, And India does appreciate their contribution,
"but the western denominat ionalism in its imchanged, imported
multiplicity, is xmfortimate,"'^
\tien a high caste Hindu becomes a CSiristian, it is
almost a i^ock to hte to find so many divided, almost com
petitive sections of CSiristendom, ^�refore it is ii^ortant
that there should be a spirit of cooperation between th�
protestant denominations like Methodists, Baptists and
Presbyterisais �
Meed of stronger chtirches in the villages* The
greatest need of India today is to have strong C2iristian
churches in the villages, wher� th� majority of Christians
live. Most of the villagers are illiterate. Hodge tells
about this great need;
In all its plans evangelism is primary and para
mount. But the church is weak, econc^ically, edu
cationally, and spiritually, and needs to be rein
forced in all these indispensable respects. Rich in
faith, the church is poor in this world's goods.
There is great need to have a church in every Chris
tian village with a resident pastor. Many times these village
Christians are tempted to go back to Hinduism when there is no
on� to preach to them and t�ach them. For instance, in the
T-fbld.. p. 196.
� J. Z. Hodge, Salute to India, (Pi'iendship Press,
Hew Tork, 1944), p. 92l
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Kanpur district of north India there were about two hundred
of the villages that had been preached in and some of them
had active Ohristian congregations, but later many went back
to Hinduism beca\ise there was no one to preach to them and
visit their villages. Of course they coxald not read the
Bible themselves. Therefore Jjtidia needs a Bible reading church.
He says further i
The church is adopting as its slogan, "A Bible-
reading chur<^.� And if that noble objective is to
be reached, a combined effort on the part of all the
Ohristian forces in India, such as the Hational Christian
Council is promoting, is called for, P\jrther, for thqpe
Mio can read, the church needs a richer supply of books
of a devotional character, helps to Bible study, litera
ture desired to nurture a healthy CSbristlan home life,
books for the young, books on Christian ethics, and
books that will stimulate deeper study of the central
doctrines of the Christian faith. In this wide field
of service the missionary will not be called to plow a
lonely furrow. It will be his privilege to work with
Indian colleagues and encourage indigenous authorship.^
Heed of adequate equipment in Christian education.
Hiere is a lack of adequate equipment for Christian Education
in India,
Visual aids. Very little use has been made of "visual
aids.^ Much more effective work can be done with the use of
"visual aids'* in th� villages, '*�isual aids** will help to
make the message more understandable for the village people.
It will be more effective for these people to see the similarity
^Ibi<i . . p. 110.
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between the people of the Bible days and themselves. That way
Ghrist will become more real to them. Once Keshab Ghanda Sen,
a Hindn, one of the founders of the '*^^ahms Stmaj" was so
ii^ressed with the idea that Ghrist was an Asiatic in His
hman form that he said, "Behold Christ in His loose-flowing
garments walking through th� streets of India speaking the
language of th� East,.tHe is an Asiatic of Asiatics. ..Surely
Jesus is our Jesus ."�^'^
Radio broadcast � In ^erica on� can hear the sermons
and religious hyama from the "radio broadcast,** but it is not
so in India, So far tiiis kind of program has not taken root
there. For one thing, the church is not financially equipped
to start this kind of a program. At present there might be a
possibility of it being started in th� near future. Evangelis
tic work can be made more effective and quicker through the
broadcast on the radio*
Bible records. So far very little use has been made
of "Bible records" throug^i which very effective evangelistic
work can be carried on in India, �irotagh this method the
message of salvation can reach to the peopl� in the villages,
cities, bazaars, hospitals, schools, and homes.
These records can be used as a very effective method
10 Rebecca Wells Loeffler, Our Country is India,
(Friendship Press, Hew Tork, 1946), p^W,
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or OiPlstijan education for the children in the heme, Bible
stories, Bible verses and Christian hymns can be taught to
the children through the records.
Daily vacation Bible sdhool. In India the "Daily
vacation Bible schools*' are not found so far. Some of the
reasons are that there are not enou^ teachers to take charge
of them. Secondly, during th� summer vacation the weather is
unfavorable during the day time. Lack of material and litera
ture is another reason.
There is a great need to show to the parents th� advan
tages of daily vacation Bible schools for their children and
to seek their full cooperation.
The most favorable time for dally vacation Bible school
will be in the evenings.
EEiphasis on Sunday School ad\ilt class . In the city
churches th� older people have the idea that the SuMay school
is only for the youth and children. Therefore, the older
people are very enthusiastic about going to church but not to
Sunday School. !m�y should be encouraged to attend adult
Sunday School classes and also retain their interest in
going to church.
Heed of educated Spirit-filled ministry. Th� r�port
of the ^Madras Series" on ^fh� Life of the Church" tells us
that there are only three or four seminaries in India, which
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provide higher grade theological training. It says j
^ese college grade institutions can admit far
ipor� than th� present nuifljer of students, but they do
not get th^^. The churches on the other hand, ar�
asking for highly trained ministers, so there is some
trouble some where. Perhaps the training that is at
present imparted is not suitable, or the churches ar�
not able to meet the financial d<^ands of highly
trained ministers. Most of the highly trained men who
have gone out of these institutions have been absorbed
by missions, ^ey ar� not working as teachers in
schools, colleges and training institutims as secre
taries of church and other bodies, and as district
missionaries or ministers .-^-^
Hew India needs Spirit-filled national ministers.
Report on CJhristian Borld Missions says thatt
The Christian liidian ean make a much greater con
tribution to a free India than to a subject India.
A religion that calls vipon its followers to sacrific�
everything for th� sake of others oti^t not to be
timid and weak-kneed.�^'^
The cairistian church in India can not really become
strong unless it has educated and consecrated ministers. All
the cairistian workers shoiild have a sense of mission or
vocation.
^hasis on Christian experience . ^ere is great need
in Indian churches that ^'Christian experience^ be emphasized.
There are some nominal Christians who can be a great danger
IT'�^adras Series" Voltime IV, The Life of the Church,
{International Missionary Council, HewTork-Lonaon , 19S9 ) ,
pp. 217-8.
3-2 William K. Anderson, (editor), Cairistian World Mis
sion, (Commission on Ministerial Training, Th� Methodist
Church, Hashville, T�nn., 1946), p. 112.
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and a stumbling block to their non-Christian brethren.
To help the school children to have the understandirsg
of this experience there should be an adeq-uate plan of Chris
tian education, Miss Forrester of south India says.
Too often I hear teachers plead for the inclusion
of the non-C3iristian pupils of school worship on
the grounds that they have been careful to plan nothing
that coiad give offence to non-Christians�'*every one
can join it," If tiiere is nothing in our worship with
which non-Christians ean disagree it seems to me
extremely doubtful whether or not this act of worship
can ri^tly be called Christian. And if not, what
help and training are w� giving to our Christian
children, 1� must make it our first concern to pro
vide real Christian worship and Christian teaching
for our CSiristians, so doing I am convinced we
slmll be giving a clearer Christian witness than by
watering down our worship to suit the taste of all
that come, Si^ch watered down worship is no witness
at all. It gives th� non-Christians a false idea of
what CSiristian worship is and provides no nourishment
for the cairistians .^^
Hodge says that if the church throughout wide reach�s
of its membership is to cosffiiend Christis^ity as a way of life,
and th� (Christian home is to �xeasaplify the nobility of domes
tic life, it is necessary that the children of Christian
parents receive a sound elementary and secondary education
under C&ristian auspices.
Ill India the changed life is a very effective Christian
witness and it becomes more effective when the change is re-
IS~J. F. Forrester, The Educational Opportunity in
South India, The Hational Christian Coimcil Review, vol.
LXX, Bo. 2, February, 1950), p. 78.
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fleeted In the lives, of a Christian conmimity. "A Cairistian
has a five pointed star of dnty,� says Bryee, "worship, obe
dience, fellowship, service, and proclaiaation."^^
ghrist ian Ashrams . "Ashram" is a Sanskrit word meaning
"A place for learning �� In a Hindu Ashram the center is the
teacher, or Guru, "fhe Christie Ashram is a cell of corporate
life <^aracterized by simplicity of living, the dignity of
manual labor, unhurried time for prayer and meditations.*^^
Brjoe says that the Ashram is perhaps imperfectly understood
in America. It is much more than a temporary suinmer conference;
it is a way of living. This way of life is very appealing to
the Indian people. The virtues of inward calm, meditation, of
victory over the world, -of renunciation, appeal very deeply to
the Indian heart. The Christian Ashram provides an atmosphere
for that. It has an attraction for the Hindus because it has
an Indian ij^lication and not western.
OTaere are already nineteen Ashrams in India linked
by a prayer circular. They ar� not all of one type,
but are a growing and useful �xpressicm of Indian
ChristianityJ-^
I�~L. W. Bryce, India at the Threshold, (Friendship
Press, Hew Tork, 1946), p. 129.
15 Ibid., p. 151.
I� Ibid., pp. 151-52.
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Hier� is a definite need of stich more Ghriatian
Ashrams, where people ean come and drink from the word
of God to find salvation.
CHAPTER Vf
S13MMARY km COHCLUSIOH
SifflBBarj. India is known as th� land of contrasts.
It has a huge population of about four hundred million
people. Heligion plays the most important part In the
lives of the people, and was the main cause of division
between India and Pakistan. The main religions of India
are Hinduism, IslsBa, SlMiism, Jainism, Zoroastrianism and
Christianity.
So far there are only two percent of the popiilation
who are Christian, or about nine million in both India
and Pakistan. CSiristianity is spreading much faster today.
Peopl� are more receptive than they have been before. The
New Republic of India grants full freedom of religion which
Stffords great opportunity for th� Christian church in a
non-Christian nation.
Mission work has been effective throu^ mission
schools, mission hospitals and evangelism.
The Christian education program of the M�thodist
church has been based largely on th� "Charter House Program"
by E. I*. King, and has proved effective. Th� educational,
�conomical and Industrial life of India has already been
influenced by national independence, therefor� the spiritual
life is bound to b� touched. Si� church must keep pace with
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certain changes. The missionaries need a new orientation in
new India.
Gonclusicgi. Today India is called the "brl^test
Star" of the mission field. These doors are wide open to
receive missionaries and Christian workers, Ihe present
day religious program Is not sufficient to meet the needs
of all the people. It is felt that Christians are quite
aware of that fact and that better means will be provided
to meet this great need. The church may have to face some
difficulties in the future but difficulties always help a
church to become stronger spiritually.
Bryce names four great affiiTnations to be made by
the church in India.
1. In Jesus Ohrist there is no racial conflict.
2. In Jesus Ohrist there is no religious conflict.
3, In Jesus CSirist there is no social conflict.
^ere is no caste system when people come to the
feet of the living Saviour,
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